PRESS RELEASE
Flymen Fishing Company adds unique new anodized colors to the NymphHead™ and RealFlyColor™ bead ranges




Expanded product ranges represent the market’s leading choice in terms of fly tying bead
colors, sizes and quality.
New “Attractor” colors provide fly tiers with exciting possibilities to create new fly patterns.
Hook & Bead Compatibility Guide project launched to the fly tying community.

MATTHEWS, NC, USA. – May 1, 2009 – Flymen Fishing Company announced the addition of 4
unique colors to their leading ranges of tungsten and brass fly tying beads. In addition, they have
launched an open fly tying community project to further develop their Hook & Bead Compatibility
Guide.
New Colors
Flymen Fishing Company has expanded their ranges by adding four unique Attractor colors:
Steelhead Blue, Bloodworm Red, Shrimp Pink and Tangerine Orange. These bead colors are
possible due to an anodizing process that creates a permanent, high-quality coated finish that is
superior to older-style painted or enamel-baked beads. The colors are being added to the existing
“Traditional” and “Natural” color options which include colors such as Caddis Green, Mayfly
Brown, Stonefly Black and Baetis Green-Olive.
"Since launching our Natural Fly colors in September 2008, our customers have been asking us
to provide additional colors in our special anodized finish. Our Attractor colors like Steelhead Blue
and Tangerine Orange will allow fly tiers to create distinctive beadhead patterns that were never
before possible.” said Martin Bawden of Flymen Fishing Company.
“It’s an exciting time for fly tying! Between our brass and tungsten bead ranges we now offer 11
different colors in 7 different sizes which easily represent the most comprehensive choice on the
market. The previous limitation to only gold, copper or silver colored beads has now been broken
and the door has opened to the next generation of beadhead flies.”
Review these at www.flymenfishingcompany.com
Hook & Bead Compatibility Guide
In addition, the company has initiated an open fly tying community project to create a
comprehensive Hook & Bead Compatibility Guide that will allow fly tiers to easily determine if a
particular hook brand, model and size will fit a specific brass or tungsten fly tying bead.
The Nymph-Head™ Pro Team consisting of 40 professional fly tiers has collaborated to create
the first public version of the “Flymen Hook & Bead Compatibility Guide”. This is now available for
Free Download from the Fly Tying Resources section of the Flymen Fishing Co. website. The

Project has now been opened to the public fly tying community who are invited to participate and
contribute towards the ongoing development of this guide as a useful community resource.
“We are taking the initiative to solve a very common fly tying challenge with this project. Fly tiers
today are faced with an almost over-whelming choice of fly hook brands, types, shapes and sizes.
As a result, fly tiers cannot be guaranteed that a particular fly tying bead will actually fit onto the
hook until they try them. For example, a fly tying bead intended for #8 or #10 size hooks, may or
may not fit around the bend of a particular brand and model #10 hook. This has the potential to
make it extremely frustrating, especially if the fly tier has already purchased a quantity of hooks
and beads only to find they simply are not compatible!”, Bawden explains.
“Working closely with our Nymph-Head Pro Staff team, we have tested almost 600 individual fly
tying hooks on both our ranges of brass and tungsten beads to create a very good first version of
the Flymen Hook & Bead Compatibility Guide. It is a great start towards providing the fly tying
community with a very useful resource.”
*************************************
About Nymph-Head™
The unique design of the Nymph-Head™ tungsten bead improves the common, round bead by
adding a pair of realistic 3D “Nymph eyes” as a key design feature. Available in 8 “Natural”,
“Traditional” and “Attractor” colors and 5 sizes, Nymph-Head™ is the Next Generation of fly tying
beads. They are the heaviest, most advanced, realistic beads on the planet with the widest range
of color options.
About RealFlyColor™
The most comprehensive range of round, Industry standard, countersunk fly tying beads on the
market today. There are 9 unique “Attractor” and “Natural” Colors in a permanent, non-tarnishing
anodized finish. Available in 7 bead sizes, they offer fly tiers the widest possible choice in terms
of color, size and quality.
Nymph-Head™ and RealFlyColor™ beads are available through authorized Fly Shops and
Outdoor Retailers, as well as the FFC website. For more information visit
www.flymenfishingcompany.com.

*************************************
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